Dear Mr. President,

Given how Mr. JRK of Finkelstein & Krinsk did not respond in the 60 seconds timeframe I had allotted him which allowed me to do more than stretch my legs as I got up to get another glass of clean drinking water, all from the tap that I understand still contains estrogen in Del Mar's water supply which I don't necessarily believe is a bad thing, I will proceed forward; bearing in mind that I am quite hungry and at the same time I want to get out on my wave ski as the surf is now picking up and before the afternoon winds kick which lately tends to make me a little seasick.

Now drink up!

For a century now, beginning some 3 decades following the end of the American Civil War 1861-1865 which claimed the lives of some 600,000 Americans plus untold numbers of Negro slaves such as the ancestors of Poverty of Thought Paul
Robinson and Devin Standard shipped in from Africa, the United States of America has relied exclusively on its money-gun-power, not knowledge or art.

It was bound to fail.

Too bad!

Mr. President, once you see what Mr. Carroll of Bloomberg News is now, this very instant, “mulling over” you will know that not only have I achieved “critical mass” but both Israeli and Chinese military officials are not only ones but certainly the most important awaiting Mr. Carroll and Co.’s every next move that followed his response to my 394 word response that occurred at 9:28 AM today to his 15 odd word email sent to me 20 minutes earlier that read,

Rephrasing might help me understand your question(s). That was the longest sentence I’ve ever seen.

Not to mention that Mr. Carroll last emailed me at 12:07 PM, in follow up to that not exactly private communication I sent very skilled and experienced Shareholder Class Action Litigator, Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk, subject: BUSH FOLLOW UP - Jewish Conspiracy:

Remove me from your email list. Now.

Bear in mind that the most important military commander in the world right now, Ami Ayalon, Israel’s “Minister Without Portfolio” isn’t talking.

Nor has Mr. Ayalon taken issue with me “speaking out” via my one very unique website www.just3ants.com.

Now take a look at my 394 word response to Mr. Carroll:

Subject: RE: I thought...

Okay.

We agree the US is dependent on imports for at least 60% of our oil energy needs, approximately, with the price of a barrel of oil at some US$120 a barrel, some US$1.4 billion, or about 20% of the cost of a nuclear powered aircraft carrier, again all in "today's Dollars".

Putting aside for the moment that oil constitutes approximately 80% of the cost of fighting a war bearing in mind all the heavy duty equipment is already paid for in one form or another, most of that $1.4 billion expenditure goes to fueling automobiles versus quite the opposite in China which I think we can agree is fueling the world's economies.

China's oil "needs" are not for big recreational vehicles clogging up their ever improving roads, freeways and highways but to produce much
desired goods for exports to countries like the US who produce very little that the world wants, even our military sales which constitute the most dollar value of exports, cannot keep up with the ever increasing military might of China and its allies whose currencies are significantly undervalued; bearing in mind that backing any country's currency is both its industrial as well as military might which in the case of the United States has been waning exponentially in recent times.

Point being that China as its oil and coal needs "heat up" may not wait for the US to devalue the US Dollar and simply revalue theirs that in the very next instant blocks the US from the world's oil markets, wouldn’t you agree?

Also, in that same instant of revaluing the Chinese yaun backed up by not only China's military but its extraordinary industrial base plus most of all its gold production as well as gold imports, China without firing a shot would paralyze the US economy which wouldn't be "good" in that same instant for China exporting their goods to the US which accounts for only 4.2% of the world's population, agree?

But in that same instant of revaluing their so very undervalued currency, China can focus its "exports" on their domestic market some 5 times the size of the US market; bearing in mind that with a revalued currency, Chinese workers, again all in that very same instant of revaluing the Chinese yaun, can now afford more than just those goods being shipped to the US?

Then at 10:01 after I had followed up with at 9:53 asking, "So what do you think?", Mr. Carroll responded:

About what? You're all over the board in that message. I can't figure out if it's a question or a speech. China burns a lot of oil. The U.S. isn't an industrial economy anymore. What's your point? Hasn't the past 30 years of U.S. history shown that a factory-based economy isn't necessary to maintain global dominance?

By the by, Chinese industry is incredibly inefficient and polluting. And the increase is demand for petroleum in China is a result of 400 million peasants moving to the cities and buying automobiles, rather than the rise in Chinese industrial capacity. So it's not a matter of frivolous consumption (by the U.S.) versus productive manufacturing (in China).

As for the currencies, the U.S. dollar, despite its recent weakness relative to the Euro and yen, still is the dominant global currency and will remain so. If you don't think so, then by all means invest your retirement funds in the Chinese stock market. A rather risky undertaking, I think you'll agree.
At 10:37 I replied:

First, I am sorry but I didn’t see your earlier response at 9:36 AM,

"You must focus your question. I have no idea if you're asking me something or making a speech."

If the US isn't an industrial economy anymore which I agree, then we should both agree that the only thing propping up our currency is our military might; bearing in mind that over the course of the past 30 years the US military has yet to go up against a first rate military?

Point being again that while you maintain Chinese industry is "incredibly inefficient and polluting" the Chinese, going on 1.5 billion strong, second of all don’t consume as much oil as the United States that we agree is no longer an industrial economy, and therefore if China who is not afraid of the US military might, were to revalue their currency, making the Chinese yuan carry more "purchasing power", it would in that instant result in the US Dollar no longer being the dominant global currency.

Now if the US worker could roll up their sleeves and compete pound-for-pound with the efficiency of the Chinese, who on average are in far better physical shape, and remember the Chinese continue, despite all their pollution in their lungs to set the scholastic levels wherever they go including here in the United States, then that would still all take time, given the time it would take to train US workers who have grown over the past 3 decades both fat and very lazy, wouldn’t you also agree?

Point being, I don’t see how you cannot get the fact that Chinese are simply "sitting back" waiting for the US government officials who keep talking publicly about China manipulating their currency, to stop with all the nonsense distracting rhetoric, and simply devalue the US Dollar, and then we would all see how quickly US workers can compete against the Chinese, who in the instant the US were to devalue its currency anywhere close to what it is worth, based on the productivity of its work force, China would be able "price out" the US when it comes to bidding on those 12 to 13 million barrels of oil the US imports every day.

What prevents you from responding to each point in each of my paragraphs?

In the meantime, as Mr. Carroll also confers with his boss Mayor of New York, Mr. Bloomberg who hasn’t been exactly kind to you as of late, let you and I now talk numbers as we allow our audience to make the connections such as what I mentioned yesterday about the Japanese are now our friends after we nuked two of civilian populations but yet our enslaved Japanese brothers and sisters can’t even
bring themselves to apologize to the Chinese for the grandiose atrocities perpetrated against the Chinese people both prior to and during World Oil War II.

Not to mention there is absolutely nothing junk about either my top-of-the-line Nikon binoculars as well as my Dell computers, all the components made, as well as assembled in China.

Us Americans are so good at keeping score whether it is in how much someone earns or how much this pricey government program is going to cost or not cost, let alone how our hearts drop when we hear that there are going to be cuts in one of our favorite zillion trillion defense-offense contracts; and my God, when it comes to sports, us mostly voyeur fatsos can be so on top of our game on all the stats, and let’s not forget how “conscience” [sic] we are of time, not to mention the time outs to fill up on beer and so ugly tasting fatty chips and dips that provide one great excuse after the next for not “getting it”, beginning with the expression we heard in the movie, “God Grew Tired of US”, an immigrant American telling now “deafeningly silent” John Dau and Co., the one leader of the lost boys of the Sudan,

“In American time is money!”

Numbers Mr. President is my business.

Numbers translate in to “risk assessment”.

Risk assessment is my business.

You must now immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporations or suffer the consequences of all out civil war here in the United States that will make the civil war of the mid-19th Century look like a day in the water park.

The numbers Mr. President simply don’t add up.

Equally important to this very important fact, because we are talking about money is how quickly this one news item I am covering with Mr. Carroll is traveling at light-G-d-speed and it is more than Mr. Carroll feeling paralysis setting in, from which there is absolutely no possibility whatsoever of escaping.

Moreover, when talking about money we are talking about not only the printing of paper money and coins which mostly cost more to produce than their intrinsic value, but digitized money that folks like the US Federal Reserve can make just by pushing a button and up goes the National Debt that in turn is not backed up by gold.

Just because the US Treasury and US Federal Reserve owned by private banks headed by De Beers, the central bank of central banks says the Golden Rule does not exist does not make it so.

The Golden Rule: Who has the gold makes the rules.
It is very important that the American public are not told how much gold the US Federal Reserve has “in trust” for the US Treasury and neither the Treasury or Federal Reserve are talking on this so important subject.

And now we come to the risks that I am spelling out in very simple English and which is mostly concentrated on my one website www.just3ants.com.

Before I move on with that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report let me mention that at 6:30 PM PST yesterday I began this dialogue with Joe Carroll of Bloomberg News after he reported in a news article I saw that the US imports 11 million barrels of oil per day, some 60% of our oil consumption needs versus the more often touted number of 4 million which of course is increasingly irrelevant as the United States Government is increasingly left with the nuclear war option in an effort to overcome the dire straits of no longer having an industrial economy worth talking about.

You as well as the quarter of a million or so individual/groups including Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad all apprised of my “back and forth” with Mr. Carroll can follow that ongoing dialogue by clicking HERE.

Israeli Military Intelligence just like the Mossad are made up of people who take their very important jobs very seriously and so don’t be “put off” when you see what you believe to be the Commander of Israeli Air Force, Maj. Gen. Eliezer Shikedy talking with Bob Simon on 60 Minutes focusing on Iran as being the biggest threat to both Israel and “World Peace”, even though Iran has yet to drop one, let alone 2 massive nuclear bombs on civilian populations as has the United States on Japan who remember again has yet to apologize to the Chinese who like the most senior members of IMI and the Mossad are not exactly stupid, not even close.

Why not after hearing what US Defense-Offense Secretary Robert Gates has to say about all this, question as I have someone like Mr. Syd Cohen who while now in his mid-80s was Commander of the brutal Israel Air Force during Israel’s War of Independence 1947-1949 and who was quite convinced that my father who flew alongside him on many of my dad’s 71 miraculous missions dive bombing the crap out of the De Beers Nazi bastards during World Oil War II was seated in the boat next to him following Nazi Germany surrendering on May 8th, 1945 as they sailed through the Red Sea before in uncle Syd’s words, “turning left” where members of South African Air Force Squadron Eleven
were going to join another American fighter bomber squadron but the nuking of Nagasaki and Hiroshima put a quick end to that one.

Had Syd Cohen and the rest of the fighter bomber pilots of Israel’s first squadron 101 known everything that was known to David Ben Gurion when going to the bars of Tel-Aviv each night after risking life and limb and always noticing who was missing while doing Zulu war dances when not destroying the bars that didn’t bother the owners in the least given how uncle Syd and Co. were already back then national heroes they would have drunk themselves into such a stupor they would have not been allowed to fly the next day.

Commanders are only told enough to both execute their missions and motivate their fellow fighters and if caught to not have to look to their training manuals when choosing their form of suicide.

Not to mention when you check up on Syd Cohen you will know that when he decided to carry a firearm it was not to protect himself from enemy fire.

I have not called the Cohen residence in Israel since there is no reason to disturb anymore this greatest man still living in Israel.

Maj. Gen. Eliezer Shkedy is, however, another story.
You have possibly not heard the Yiddish word “shikir” which means “drunk”.

Bob Simon we cannot assume was “playing the fool”.

Simon is much older than Shkedy who brings tears to some people’s eyes when he mentions the Holocaust and how his family escaped and remember the Holocaust took place well before the US Government placed a total trade and arms embargo on the fledging Jewish State not even allowing men of military age to enter Israel.

Mossad – By way of deception we wage war.

No Iranian commander let alone their President who I assume is like you, Iran’s Commander In Chief, is going to send a nuclear weapon into Israel even if Iran stockpiles all of the United States nuclear arsenal.

More likely the United States that maintains an oil dependency only as a pretext to have military bases on some 130 of the 190 countries would do something like that.

Back to the IMI report that they as well as the Mossad have vetted.

It speaks volumes to the duplicity of the United States Government who cannot keep a lid any longer on its lies and why teachers such as Lars Trupe are not only deafeningly silent they are only anxiously awaiting my next move to inform their students and their students’ peers all around the world beginning with China who for good reason IMI featured prominently in this Military Report of all time that you can only find on just3ants.com along with my “back and forth” with IMI and the Mossad over at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC.

Do you recall me mentioning that I spoke at great length recently with Syd Cohen who hasn’t lost his mind and nor has his wife who remembers vividly me and the rest of my family visiting them first in Israel back in 1966 when my Royal Mater-Mother, Zena Ash Gevisser, from the House of Badash-Ash first arranged via her most trusted Argentinean-Israeli “guide” Yehudah Matov for an Israeli Special Forces commando who we met up with near the Golan Heights to hand over to me his most lethal Uzi submachine gun which I
promptly pointed at my middle brother Melvin who then raised his hands.

In the Diamond Trade when a “deal is clinched” you most often hear the Hebrew word, “Mazoltov”.

My Royal Mater never “believed in luck” since she understood perfectly well what she taught me from the youngest of age, “You make your luck”.

It was no luck me working for De Beers at their principal price fixing operation on U.S. Soil back in 1980 just like it was not “luck” that my father’s first cousin David Gevisser who got me the job at Codiam Inc. headquartered on 47th Street, New York City, became the executor of the estate of Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard immediately after he was buried on March 2nd, 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey.

In all my recent and rather lengthy phone conversations with the Cohens I never mentioned that I worked for De Beers or the fact that my father’s first cousin remains the American figurehead for the De Beers Anglo American Cartel given how my “bone fides” were first established more than 4 decades ago.

It is possible that I reminded them that I met Ben Gurion for the first time on November 1st, 1972 some 57 odd days after De Beers sponsored PLO terrorists began to brutally murder 11 defenseless athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympic Games.

Once making the connections it is easy to bring world peace which of course is not really my goal but that surely of God since what else can explain the United States of America yet to drop a big bomb on the State of Israel and in that same instant fix-distract the increasingly aware American public to the most extraordinary deception of their 3 branches of Government going back to the turn of the last century.
Today the United States cannot win either a nuclear or conventional war and that is why the prospects for peace have never been better and which explains my decision to “speak out”.

In peace everyone not just the poor have to share, but the poor can lead the way since they know all about sharing which simply means they care about one another.

As you know I am well on my way to putting Dr. Laura out of business.

Who else is on your list that you would like to see on the just3ants.com “$ hit list” [sic]?

Now let’s move beyond the IMI report and look at another very unsettling risk to the capital and financial markets namely China days away from running out of coal which again is not something new.

What is new is how very wired are the Chinese people, significantly more so than those very wired here in the United States.

Should the Chinese government decide to do something for their masses so very dependent on polluting coal for their energy it could change the “economic picture” for the United States in particular, very dramatically for we would see in an instant what comes when we allow free market forces to operate.

Maybe the Chinese masses wont resort to violence beginning with the fact that their government lies far less than our government and you can see it not only on the ever smiling faces of the Chinese versus the long and loud faces of US Americans but in their knowledge base beginning with their deep desire to learn and to keep learning.

How many of US Americans know that the United States in 1900 led an 8 Allied Nations invasion of China and it wasn’t just to keep our soldiers fit.

So in putting out the news that China faces a coal shortage, apart from China justifying it next logical move, who can argue with the fact that their needs are no less worthy than ours.

We are just having energy for cars, that we have the technology to fix but we need our military on those bases in 130 countries that sends quite the message of our gun-power to the remaining 60 countries not to mess with the Almighty US-DeBeers Dollar.

I couldn’t help but laugh when hearing 26 minutes in to this one program about the shooting up of the USS Liberty spy ship on June 8th, 1967, one of the sailors who survived saying,

“They [Israel] are getting our money to buy those French aircraft”.
It is very important, Mr. President that Mossad like DeBeers don’t have to pay a penny for anything including their own intelligence as well as that garnered from the enemy.

That accommodation between “sworn enemies” was not only necessary but very logical given how well the Mossad had performed during Israel’s War of Independence and the two world’s superpowers Great Britain and the United States thought it would be all over in a matter of hours if not minutes.

Now jump forward two minutes, some 28 minutes in to the movie:

US Navy Admiral Arleigh Burkee,

“I don’t yet know why we didn’t protect that ship. I don’t know why the Israelis would take such terrific chances. It must have been something very important to them to decide to contact without considering the probability of war [with the US]”

Again, once you make the connections it is very easy to conclude that God must be on the side of peace, light-information-knowledge.

The best laugh came some 45 minutes in to the movie when another US Navy person on board the USS spy ship receiving signals from the routed Arab armies now breaking protocol and in a last ditch effort seeking support from their US Allies, such signals much greater than the ones the USS Liberty were receiving from Israeli Special Forces doing “mop up” but mostly laying the “ground work” for the next war as they won over with truth future saboteurs right in the enemy camp:

“How can Israel take land from another country and [expect to] keep it?”

Why wouldn’t the producers of this movie-documentary make a note even subliminally of parts if not all of California once belonging to Mexico and then there are the Indians who we starved to death once we couldn’t defeat them on the battlefield just like what we did to the Afrikaners in the American financed DeBeers-Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902.

As the debate unfolds around the world on the need of the United States Government backed up by all the shysters on 47th and Wall Street for an economic draft versus a much fairer total draft which of course won’t now change the tide of change, let me have you join me in welcoming on board several thousand new southern California teachers.

When I first came to this country as a new immigrant on March 17th, 1978 armed with a letter of introduction to take over from my uncle Dave as “control person” of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, I was not alone in not being able to get over seeing American audiences on TV clapping themselves just like you see monkeys in both the wild and in zoos.
Bear constantly in mind that I came from the United States of America’s most violent regime in the history of humankind, The South African Apartheid Regime who had of course been first and foremost most kind to American Charles Engelhard who did much more harm to indigenous peoples of the whole world not just the overwhelming majority of Black South Africans when shipping gold bullion out of South African in the form of gold statues that when melted back to bullion was then dispersed to Charles’ friends all over the world including the highest ranking members of the 3 Branches of the US Government who usurped their limited authority when using and abusing the Armed Forces of the United States of America in providing protection to the Apartheid Regime from its very beginning on May 26th, 1948 some 12 days after Ben Gurion and Co. defied the pundits and held off the massive Arab armies backed to the hilt by both the British and US Government who then simply moved the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division south to South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources.

Kids count on their parents to shield them.

Plotting begins when there is a little money that comes in the form of big government sponsored handouts to the rich who then dribble out the scraps that begins the fighting amongst the poor of the world over the scraps.

American parents are mediocre at best; and they now find themselves having to compete against China that can actually speak another language such as English.

Just that shows a lot of intelligence.

Middle class are finding out that they can no longer cheat to get what they want and what they want is to be like that very small percentage who have it all.

First time the middle class finding out that life could actually be a whole lot worse going forward let alone their children not having the same opportunities to steal like them.

If there isn’t dramatic change the poor here in the US will have no choice but to join the economic draft.

Notice the ongoing silence of Trust-Hush-Fund kids when coming to our just3ants.com website.

They were not the only ones thinking they would be able to outlive their day of reckoning.

My wife says that I am “many things, and stupid is not one of them”.

Marie Dion Gevisser is smart but not as clued up as I am on the important issues of “disclosure” specifically as it applies to public corporations whose shares are traded on stock exchanges where shareholders receive in return for their hard earned
monies worthless pieces of paper, totally worthless that is when free market forces are allowed to operate.

MDG is also a very demanding lover, and quite rightly so, I think you would agree.

Why else would I stay in shape?

I certainly don’t look forward to the next Comrades marathon that is held annually between Durban, South Africa and Pietermaritzburg a name you would have come across in my Royal Mother’s very craftily written “Life Story of Zena” – click HERE.

Even today while not anywhere close to my peak physical condition I could easily complete this 50 miles race and most likely despite my chicken legs end up amongst the top of those in the 50+ age group if not 40+ but then again I could easily twist an ankle that would most of all upset my performance when making love to this wonderland out of this world lover who quite frankly has no time for excuses.

How many times a week when you and Barbara make love do both of you pretty much at the same time say, “Wow, now that was fun!”

MDG has once again stopped reading my emails and since she is not with me today, at least this morning; bearing in mind I haven’t slept more than 40 winks all night doing my level best to prevent the DAAC from collapsing the gold market bearing in mind the DAAC have backing them each and every one of the world’s illegitimate central banks beginning with the London Exchequer and US Federal Reserve, I don’t have to therefore worry about her reading over my shoulder and telling me not to talk about her let alone have you email her at mdg0013@yahoo.com and why not also ask her about her thoughts as it pertains to her X husband and their “tTOo” [sic] children; again MDG’s email address that is still functioning is mdg0013@yahoo.com

Mr. President, the “Rule of Law” is dependent upon trust.

There can be no “new rules” for Wall-47th Street, New York City, the money laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the world for the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, terrorist of terrorist financing organizations.

I now need to devote a few minutes of my time to assist “Investor Relations” Adam L. Tucker try and raise corporate as well as individual sponsorship to help keep him alive.
Gold last trading US$884.10

Keep Smiling!

Gary S. Gevisser

Continuing...
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